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Role of Patient Awareness in Prevention
of Peripheral Vascular Catheter–Related
Bloodstream Infection

Catheter-related bloodstream infections account for 7% of all
healthcare-associated infections.1,2 Interventions to prevent
bloodstream infections that are associated with peripheral
venous catheters (PVCs) include appropriate hand hygiene,
aseptic technique, skin asepsis, and daily PVC review.3,4 Best
practice guidelines suggest that, in the absence of a dedicated
intravenous-catheter monitoring team, the duration of cannulation should be limited to 72 hours or less.5,6 Recently,
healthcare providers have involved patients in playing a more
active role in ensuring that best practice is followed by healthcare workers. Partners in Your Care, a US patient education
behavioral model for increasing hand hygiene adherence and
for empowering patients with responsibility for their own
care, has increased hand hygiene adherence among healthcare
workers.7-9 Similar patient-empowering programs have yet to
be developed for other aspects of healthcare-associated infection prevention, including prevention of catheter-related
bloodstream infections. The objective of our study was to
review adherence to best practice guidelines for the prevention of PVC-associated infection and to determine whether
patient awareness of the indication for cannulation had an
influence on PVC care.
Beaumont Hospital (Dublin, Ireland) is a 631-bed, acute
tertiary referral hospital with national centers for neurosurgery; renal, pancreas, and small bowel transplantation; and
cochlear implantation. The study was performed on 4 general
surgical wards from July 1 through November 30, 2009. Specific data collection forms were designed using Teleform data
capture software (Cardiff). Data were obtained from the pa-
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tient’s medical chart and from ward nursing staff. Patient
awareness of the indication for PVC placement was assessed
by questioning the patient. Patients unable to communicate
their awareness of the indication for PVC insertion or their
consultant’s name were excluded from further analyses. The
analysis was based on the PVC (case level) rather than on
the patient—that is, patients with more than 1 PVC had their
PVCs assessed independently. The necessity for the PVC was
prospectively assessed—that is, a PVC inserted initially for
intravenous antibiotics that were subsequently discontinued
was deemed to be unnecessary. Peripherally placed central
venous catheters were excluded from the study. Statistical
analysis was performed using Excel 2007 (Microsoft) and
SPSS, version 17 (SPSS), with P ! .05 considered to be statistically significant.
In total, 275 PVCs were assessed. Of these, 104 (38%) were
no longer required (“unnecessary”), and 171 (62%) were considered to be still necessary. Patients were questioned on the
indication for their PVC in 178 cases; for 97 PVCs, it was
not possible to question the patient. Although 111 (62%) of
the 178 patients were aware of the reason for their PVC, 67
(38%) were not. The patient’s lack of awareness of the indication for their PVC was significantly associated with the
patient having an unnecessary PVC in situ (P ! .001). Patients
who were unaware of the reason for their intravenous catheter
cannula were approximately 7 times more likely (odds ratio,
6.935 [95% confidence interval, 3.523–13.650]) to have an
unnecessary peripheral intravenous catheter cannula in situ
(Figure 1). With regard to the dressings of the 275 PVCs, 240
(87%) were intact and clean, and 35 (13%) were not. The
majority of PVCs (242 [88%]) were in situ for 72 hours or
less per hospital policy, 29 (11%) were in situ for more than
72 hours, and for 4 PVCs the duration could not be ascer-

figure 1. The relationship between the necessity for a peripheral
venous catheter (PVC) and awareness of the indication for the PVC
among 178 patients. Lack of awareness of the indication for the PVC
was significantly associated with the patient having an unnecessary
PVC in situ (P ! .001).
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tained. However, patient awareness was not found to be significantly associated with whether the PVC dressing was intact
and clean (P p .658) or whether the PVC was in situ for
more than 72 hours (P p .645). Furthermore, there was no
significant difference in patient awareness between different
surgical teams. A subgroup analysis of 255 patients indicated
that 213 (84%) did know their consultant’s name, whereas
42 (16%) did not. Of these 42 patients, 14 (33%) had at least
1 unnecessary intravenous catheter cannula in situ.
This study showed that, in our institution, a large proportion (38%) of PVCs were unnecessary and that patient
awareness was significantly associated with having an unnecessary PVC in situ. This may well represent a deficiency
in communication between healthcare workers and patients,
given the proportion of patients who were unaware of their
consultant’s name (16%). The importance of patient awareness with regard to prevention of healthcare-associated infection through hand hygiene adherence has been demonstrated elsewhere,7-9 and educational programs to improve
patient awareness and empowerment have increased hand
hygiene adherence by up to 50%.9 To our knowledge, this is
the first study to assess the role of patient awareness in prevention of catheter-related bloodstream infection. The limitations of our study include being performed in a single center
over the relatively short period of 5 months. Also, not all
patients could be asked all questions, so these patients were
excluded from the study.
In conclusion, our study demonstrated that patients who
did not know the indication for their PVC were almost 7
times more likely to have an unnecessary PVC in situ, thus
being at increased risk of catheter-related bloodstream infection. Subsequent to this study, we introduced a patient information leaflet on PVCs for all patients at the time of their
PVC insertion. This leaflet highlights the indications for PVC
insertion, features of PVC-related infection, expected duration of PVC placement, and the ways in which the patient
can play a role in preventing PVC-related infection.
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